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because a very admirable life of Luther has just been issued by our Rev. Dr. Jacobs, in Putnam's" Heroes of the Reformation" series, and those among us who
would wish to purchase a biography of the great reformer would, in every case, be
likely to prefer Dr. Jacob's book to Freytag's.
"I have been perfectly frank in stating my views, and, at the same time, beg
to reiterate my thanks to you for sending me the book and the pleasure I have had
in examining it. The generally sympathetic view of the Reformer and his work
which it contains, and its scholarly and interesting presentations, on every side except the theological, render it a really valuable work."

BOOK-REVIEWS AND NOTES.
KIDDUSH, OR SABBATH SENTIMENT IN THE HOME. By Henry Berkowitz, D. D.,
Rabbi of Congregation Rodeph Shalom, Philadelphia, Pa. With Special
Illustrations by K. M Cohen.
The more our age rises above the narrowness of the traditions and the dogmatic spirit of the past, the better can we appreciate the beauty and sacredness of
old institutions, customs, rituals, and even the old dogmas themselves; and not
only do we learn to love the traditions of our own religion, but we can also, without animosity, comprehend the significance of other religions. An instance of this
is given in Dr. Henry Berkowitz's Kiddush (lti'1ji1 i. e., consecration), a booklet
devoted to an explanation of the Jewish Sabbath, and setting forth its religious significance in the Jewish family life. The old orthodox Jew, when he returned home
from the synagogue Friday evening, found the members of his family eagerly
awaiting him, the table decked, and the house in festive appearance; he greeted
his wife and children with a blessing, and then read to them that gem of Hebrew
literature Esheth Hayil, the virtuous woman (Proverbs, xxxi. 10-31), who" openeth her mouth with wisdom and in whose tongue is the law of kindness." What an
ideal ising and ennobling influence such an institution must have upon the people
who keep it!
We recommend the dainty little book of the well-known Philadelphia rabbi,
not only to our Jewish, but also to our Christian, readers. It is illustrated with
historical designs, such as the scroll and the candlestick, also with purelyornamental pictures. It further contains the Sabbath prayers with the music, and a
few short poems and stories, selected from the Talmud and other Jewish traditions.
P. c.
PRINCIPLES OF PRACTICE AND ENLIGHTENMENT OF THE SODa SECT AND THE
METHOD OF PRACTISING ZAZEN. (Pages 23.)
THE SUTRA OF BUDDHA'S LAST INSTRUCTION.

(Pages 19.)

These booklets are translated into English from the Japanese, and will be welcome to everyone who is interested in Buddhist scriptures. Buddha's last instruction is not identical with the Paranibbana Sutta, but is a later elaboration of the
same subject, similar in many respects, but less concise, and not as powerful as
the more original and more authoritative treatment of the same subject in Pali.
The principles of practice of the Soda sect, founded by the two Buddhist
saints So and Do. are set forth in the first pamphlet, containing an orthodox view
of the doctrines of Buddhism in general and the Jhana practice, called in Japanese
Zazen, that is, contemplation or ecstasy, supposed to be the only way to great,
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calm joy. While the Western mind is not very likely to be pleased with the
practice of Zazen, we find quite a number of interesting remarks among the doctrines of general Buddhism. In Chapter 1. "N irv~na" is contrasted with "life and
death," and when we learn that life and death are Nirv~na itself, Nirv~na becomes
no longer desirable. This is a mystical way of saying that Nirv~na is obtainable in
this life, and that the calmness of a religious disposition will be sufficient to set us
free from the pains of life and death. The second chapter dwells on the advantages of confession. "We are delivered and made pure from our sins by the virtue of our confession." The third chapter dwells on the reverence of the three
treasures: the Buddha; the law; and the priesthood. The unity of all Buddhas
is insisted upon. "Buddhas ever presiding over the great enlightenment are equal!
to one another, and all living beings that ever make use of it, too, are equal to the
Buddhas. Then the land, grass, trees, fences, stones, of the worlds in the ten directions, perform the deeds of Buddhas . . . . . This is the desire for Bodhi." The
fourth chapter dwells on the necessity of benefiting others. Even if we have accumulated merits sufficient to attain to Buddhahood we must give them away to all
living beings for the purpose of bringing them up to Buddhahood." Referring to
a Buddhist tale, the details of which, however, are not mentioned, it is said that
" Even a little girl of seven is the teacher of the four classes of men, and she is the
mother of all living beings. Whether one be male or female there is no difference.
The desire for benefiting others is based upon sameness." "Sympathy means
sameness, self is just the same with others." A more literal translation would be:
"Feeling oneself the same is not to differ from others, it is not to differ from oneself, nor to differ from others." The passage continues: " Sympathy makes us
forget the distinction between ourselves and others. The sea refuses no water, so
that all waters contribute to form the great sea. This is a sort of sympathy." The
last chapter is on thankfulness. And in contrast to the pessimistic view of despising the body we read here: "We ought to love and esteem this life and the body
since our practice brings forth that of a Buddhas, and it keeps alive the great path
of all the Buddhas."
The English of both pamphlets is sufficiently good to be intelligible to English
readers. It contains some misprints, which, however, are easily discovered, and
will be readily corrected. Should these pamphlets be issued in a second edition we
would advise the publisher first to state the name of the translator (Mr. Nnkariya)
as well as of the publishers in English transcription, not alone in Chinese characters (as is done in the present case), for there are only very few people in the Western hemisphere who read Chinese. Anyone interested in literature of this kind
had best apply to the Hansei Zashz', Tokyo, Japan, who are very active in the
Buddhistic propaganda.
p. c.
Mr. Horace Fletcher, in a work entitled That Last Waif, or Social Quarantine, has advanced some very practical suggestions for the ethical reconstruction of
society. His text was suggested to him by an experience with a criminal waif in
the streets of Chicago on a night just after the breaking out of the war with Spain;
and as the prodigious extent of the social misery and slavery at our very doors
dawned upon him, there came the reflexion that the same strength of purpose and
thoroughness of aim which led to the freeing of Cuba, would, at one-twentieth of
1 The translator probably intended to say "the same with/' not "equal to." The original
may mean either.
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the cost, "free our fair land of the last vestige of the neglect which now breeds
ceaseless crime." " What we are willing to do for the reconcentrados of Cuba,
let us do for our own defenceless ones! .. Mr. Fletcher demands organised protection for each member of society as long as he may b<' helpless or weak without
riference to an age limit. The solution is by the day-nursery and kindergarten
methods of child-care and character-building, by which" it has been proved" that
at least 98 per cent. of the formerly considered hopelessly snbmerged stratnm of
society can be saved. As a plea for the" apprentice citizen," and for the principle that character-building and habit-forming institntions should be supported a
fundamental bases of government, Mr. Fletcher's book is of value, and we wish
a wide circulation. The proceeds of the sale are to form the nucleus of a fund for
the realisation of the author's purpose. (Kindergarten Literature Co. Woman's
Temple, Chicago. Pp. 279. Price, $I.50')
That the United States enter with the New Year upon a new career with new
outlooks and enlarged duties of international relations, is strongly mirrored in the
calendars and New Year Cards of the Taber Prang Art Co. of Boston, Mass. Both
the Christian Endeavor and the Peace calendars exhibit the coats of arms of the
United States, Great Britain, Germany, India, and Japan. Russia, however, for
some reason or no reason, is left out. Rudyard Kippling, to judge from his poem
on the Bear as a peace advocate, may know more about it. No pun seems intended
in "The Dewy April Violets," for Dewey's portrait is missing. There is a good
deal of humor is .. The End of the Century Girls" and" The New Woman" calenders, remotely reminding one of the Gibson girls. The Knickerbocker calendar
shows the landscapes of the Hudson, and Columbia's Flowers, the various species
of the Columbines, both flavored with patriotic sentiments. For lovers of birds
the tasty Audubon calendar has been prepared which will be very welcome as an
ornament of nurseries and kindergartens.
Count Leo Tolstoy, whose seventieth birthday has recently been celebrated,
writes to a correspondent in this country urging the raising of funds to aid in the
emigration of the oppressed Doukhobortai. These people-thrifty, industrious
farmers, some ten thousand in number-form a Protestant sect whose tenets resemble those of the Quakers. Their only offence is their refusal, from conscientious scruples, to serve in the Russian army. For this reason they have been repeatedly exiled from one part of the empire to another, and so persecuted and
maltreated by the government officials that their position in their own country has
become intolerable. With much difficulty they have now obtained permission to
emigrate to foreign lands, and there is urgent need of funds to enable them to take
advantage of this privilege. Contributions in any amount may be sent to Isaac N.
Seligman, Esq., Mills Building, New York, from whom full explanatory circulars
can also be obtained.

Lectures On Elementary Mathematics
By JOSEPH LOUIS LAGRANGE
Being the Course of Lectures Delivered at the Ecole Normale, Paris, 1795
Translated from the French by THOMAS J. McCORMACK

With a Fine Photogravure Portrait of the Great Mathematician, Notes, Bibliographical
Sketch of Lagrange, Marginal Analyses, Index, etc. Handsomely Bound in Red Cloth.
Pages, I72. Price, $I.OO net. (5s).
A Masterpiece of
Mathematical
Exposition

First Separate
Edition in English
or French

" I intend to recommend Lagrange's Lectures on Elementar), Matktmatics to the students of my course
in the Theory of Equations, for collateral reading, and also to the teachers of elementary mathematics who
attend my summer conferences on the Pedagogy of Mathematics. I trust that this valuable translation is but
the forerunner of others in the same field by your house. "-J". W. A. Young. Professor of Mathematics in
the University of Chicago.
"I put the book aside for a careful and leisurely perusal, in the first rush of my return from Japan, and
now have reached it, and am truly surprised at it. It makes Lagrange human and personal to me. How he
knew his Euclid I "-Dr. George Bruce Halsted, Prest. Texas Academy of Science.
I , Probably never equalled in the peculiar quality of leading the mind to see and enjoy the beauty as
well as the accuracy of the science. It sets forth not only the bare science, but makes clear its correlation
with history and philosophy."-The Chicago Ckronicl~.
"The book ought to be in the hands of every high~school teacher of mathematics in America, for the
sake of getting Lagrange's point of view. "-Pro/. Henry Crew, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
"Can we not get Lagrange before the mass of the teachers? No teacher should teach elementary
mathematics who has not mastered the matter represented by this work. "-L. Graham Crosier, Knoxville,
Tenn.
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Popular Scientific Lectures
A Portrayal of the Methods and Spirit of Science
By ERNST MACH, Professor in the University of Vienna. Translated from the German
by Thomas J. McCormack. Third Edition. Pages, 415. An Elegant Volume. In
Cloth, Gilt Top, $I.50 net. (7s. 6d.)
Lectures on Mechanics, Sound, Light, Electricity, the Conservation of Energy, Philosophy,
and Education. The thoughts of the Master Minds of
Science are here presented in popular form by one of its
foremost living representatives.
Verdicts of the Press:

Illustrating proof of the law of the
inclined plane. The whole string oI
balls is in equilibrium; cut away the
lower part, and the balls on the sides
still remain in equilibrium j hence the
powers on the sides are as the number
of the balls, or as the lengths.

"A most fascinating volume, ... has scarcely a rival in the
whole realm of popular scientific writing."-Boston Traveller.
"Truly remarkable .... May be fairly called rare."-Prqfess(IY
Crew, N. W. University.
"A masterly exposition."-Scotsnzan, Edinburgh.
"A very delightful and useful book."-Dail)' Picayune, New
Orleans.
"Will please those who find the fairy tales of science more
absorbing than fiction."-PiZot, Boston.
"Have all the interest of lively :tiction."-Comm,rcial Advertiser.
" Its literary and philosophical suggestiveness is very rich. " Hartford Seminary Record.

The same in paper binding, 50 cents (2S. 6d.). Send
money by post office order, express order, or in stamps.
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22nd Annual Announcement

1899 Columbia
and

Hartford Bicycles
PRICES ON AND AFTER NOV. 1st, 1898.

Columbia

Chainless,

Bevel~Gear

Models 50 and 54.

Columbia Chain Wheels,

5 0 • 00

Models 57 and 58.

Columbia Chain Wheels,

4 0 .0 0

Model 49, 1899 Improvements.

Columbia Tandems,

75.0 0

Models 47 and 48 Diamond and Combination Frame.

Hartford Bicycles,

35. 00
Paterns 19 and

Vedette Bicycle

~, Pattern

20.

Pattern 21, for Men,
22,

for Women,

25.0 0
26.00

We also have a few Columbias, Models 46, and Harifords,
Patterns 7 and 8, on which we will quote
prices on application.

No need to purcha~e poorly made bicycles when Columbias,
Hartfords and Vedettes are offered at such low prices. The
best of the riding season is before you. BUY NOW.

Pope Manufacturing Company,
Hartford, Conn.

HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS
NI~V ANA:

A Story of Buddhist Psychology. By Paul Caruso Quaintly illustrated
in colors by eminent Japanese artists and printed on cr~pe paper. Extremely delicate.
A rare and dainty present. Price, $1.00. Supplementary to the same, a delicately colored, exquisitely designed Nirvana poster (price, 25 cents).
KA~MA:

Third Oriental Art Edition.
Flexible Crepe Paper.
Tied in Silk.
"Simply a gem."-Presbyterian and Reformed Rev.

"A thing of rare beauty."
-Boston Daily Advertt"ser.
II The most typographically unique publication of
the season."-Journal ana
Press.

A Story of Early Buddhism. By Paul Caruso
Says Count Tolstoi, who translated
the story into Russian, and hence in its
retranslations into French, German,
and English passed for its author:
"I deeply regret not only that such a
falsehood was allowed to pass unchallenged, but also the fact that it really
was a falsehood, for I should be very
happy were I the author oj' this tale.
. . . It is one of the best products of
national wisdom and ought to be bequeathed to all mankind."
A Unique and Appropriate Gift.

Delicate Colored Illustrations by Famous Japanese Artists.
"Odd and elegant. n~
Book and Newsdeale7'.
" Most fascinating book
of the year."-The Chicago
DailyNC'Ws .
"The drawings are very
charming and will repay
close study.It-The Pial.

Price, 75 cents.

From the Classic German Poets.

A Tale of Hindu Life.

GOETHE AND SCHILLER'S XENIONS. Selected
and translated by Paul Caruso Printed in album
shape on heavy paper; edges all gold. Pages, 162.
Price, $1.00.

THE REDEMPTION OF THE BRAHMAN. By
Pro/'essor Richard Garbe. Laid paper. Vegetable
parchment binding. Gilt top. Pages, 96. Price,
75 cents.

A Modern Novelist's Masterpiece.

An Idyl of Judrea.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT. A Novel. By Gustav
Freytag, Authorised translation from the sixteenth German edition, with a special motto by
the author. Edition de luxe. Two volumes, ~Si4.oo.
In ODe volume, simpler edition, cloth, 1h.oo.

LOVERS THREE THOUSAND YEARS AGO. As
indicated by the Song of Solomon. By the Rev.
T. A. Goodwin, D. D. Printed on heavy Enfield
paper, gilt top, uncut edges, and stiff creamcolored covers. Pages, 41. Price. 50 cents.

Popular Sketches from the Old Testament.
THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. By Pr'!l. Carl Heinrich Cornill. Frontispiece, Michael Angelo's Moses
Artistically bound in red, with the Hebrew title stamped on the cover in gold; 1aid paper, uncut edges.
Second edition. Pages, 210. Price, $1.00.

A Story by a Great Composer.
A PILGRIMAGE TO BEETHOVEN. By Richard
Wagner. With handsome photogravure of M.
Rodig's noted painting of Beethoven. Pages, 40.
Extra paper. Boards, 50 cents.

A Sketch of the Protestant

~eformer.

MARTIN LUTHER. By Gustav Freytag. Now
translated for the first time from the famous Bitder aus der deutschen Vergangenheit. 26 illustrations. Pages, 130. Cloth, gilt top, $1.00.

Ethical Stories and Sermons.
TRUTH IN FICTION. Twelve Tales with a Moral.
By Paul Caruso Laid paper, white and gold binding, gi1t edges. Pages, 128. Price, $1.00

HOMILIES OF SCIENCE. By Dr. Paul Carus,
Pages, 3'0. Cloth, gilt top, $1.50.
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BIBLIOTHECA SACRA
A Religious and Sociologzcal Quarterly
CONDUCTED BY

O.

F~EDE~ICK W~IOHT

Z. SWIFT

OBERLIN, O.

HOLB~OOK

BOSTON, MASS.

Associated with

EDWARDS A. PARK, NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS, FRANK WAKELEY GUNSAULUS, FRANK H.
FOSTER, JUDSON SMITH, D. W. SIMON, WM. M. BARBOUR, SAMUEL IVES
CURTISS, CHAS. F. THWING, A. A. BERLE, W. E. BARTON, E. H.
JOHNSON, JACOB COOPER AND E. W. BEMIS.

Contents of January, 1899:
The Outlook in Theology.
Edward L. Curi'is
The Place of a Miracle.
S. Leroy Blake
A. Noble
Warp and Woof.
The Nature of the Divine Indwelling.
Calvin B. Hulbert
The Philosophical Disintegration of Islam.
Henry Woodward Hulbert

Christianity and Idealism,
James Lindsay
Sentimental Sociology.
George Luther Cady
A Side-Light on Luther.
R. Clyde Ford
The New Political Economy.
Frank Parsons
Dr. Driver's Proof-Texts.
G. Frederz"ck Wrigkt
The Christian Conception of Wealth.
Charles C. Merril

Semitic, Critical, Sociological Notes, and Book Reviews in each Number.

Rare Bargains for New Subscribers:
Lotze's Microcosmus (q88 pages. Thick 8vo) ...................... $6.00 I F $
Bibliotheca Sacra for 1899 ... . ..................................... 3.00 f or 5.00.
Regular Price. . .......... $g.oo
Davey's Cuba, Past and Present (Crown 8vo) ....................... $3.00 } For $3
BibIiotheca Sacra for 1899 ..................................... , ... 3.00
·30.
Regular Price .......... .. . $6.00
Joseph Earle Stevens' Yesterdays in the Philippines .............. ·$r.50
Bibliotheca Sacra for 18gg ....................................... ~. 3.00
Regular Price .... '" ..... $4.50

t

r

For

$2

4

. 0.

Walter A. Wyckoff's The Workers-The East ...................... $1.2 5 }
Walter A. Wyckoff's The Workers-The West ..................... 1.50 For $3.15.
Bibliotheca Sacra for 1899 .................................. " ., ... 3.00
Regular Price ............. $5.75

800 pp. Three Dollars a Year; 75 Cents a Number.
Address

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA CO.,
OBERLIN, OHIO, U. S. A.

The R.eligion of Science Library.
A Collection of standard works of The Open Court Press, issued bimonthly. Yearly, $1.50; single numbers, 15,25,35,50 and 60 cents C9d.,
IS. 6d., 2S., 2S. 6d., 3s.), according to size. The books are printed on good
paper, from large type.
The Religion of Science Library, by its extraordinarily reasonable
price, will bring a number of important books within reach of all readers.
The following have already appeared in the series:
No. I. The Religion of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
2. Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought. By F. MAX MULLER.
25 cents.
3. Three Lectures on the Science of Language. By F. MAX MULLER. 25 cents.
4. The Diseases of Personality. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
5. The Psychology of Attention. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
6. The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. By ALFRED BINET. 25 cents.
7. The Nature of the State. By PAUL CARUSo 15 cents.
B. On Double Consciousness. By ALFRED BINET. IS cents.
9. Fundamental Problems. By PAUL CARUSo Pages, 373. 50 cents.
10. The Diseases of the Will. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
II. The Origin of Language, and The Logos Theory. By LUDWIG NOIRE. 15 cents.
12. The Free Trade Struggle in England. By GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL. 25 cents.
13. Wheelbarrow on the Labor Question. 35 cents.
14. The Gospel of Buddha. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
IS. Primer of Philosophy. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
16. On Memory, and The Specific Energies of the Nervous System. By PROF.
EWALD HERING. 15 cents.
17· The Redemption of the Brahman. A Novel. By R. GARBE. 25 cents.
lB. An Examination of Welsmannism. By G. J. ROMANES. 35 cents.
19. On Germinal Selection. By AUGUST WEISMANN. 25 cents.
20. Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago. By T. A. GOODWIN. IS cents.
21. Popular Scientific Lectures. By ERNST MACH. 50 cents.
22. Ancient India: Its Language and Religions. By H. OLDENBERG. 25 cents.
23. The Prophets of Israel. By C. H. CORNILL. 25 cents.
24. Homilies of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
25· Thoughts on Religion. By G. J. ROMANES. 50 cents.
26. Philosophy of Ancient India. By RICHARD GARBE. 25 cents.
27· Martin Luther. By GUSTAV FREYTAG. 25 cents.
2B. English Secularism. By GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 25 cents.
29. On Orthogenesis. By TH. EIMER. 25 cents.
30. Chinese Philosophy. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
31. The Lost Manuscript. By GUSTAV FREYTAG. 60 cents.
32. A Mechanico~Physiologicai Theory of Organic Evolution. By CARL VON
NXGELI. IS cents.
33. Chinese Fiction. By the REV. GEORGE T. CANDLIN. IS cents.
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THE AMERICAN ANTIQUAR.IAN
AND

ORIENTAL JOURNAL.
Published and Edited by STEPHEN D. PEET, Chicago, Ill.
Bi-Monthly.

Price, $4.00 Per Year.

This magazine begins its 20th volume with January 1898. The various departments represented byas·
sociate editors are as follows:
EGYPTOLOGY, by REV. WM. C. WINSLOW, D.D., LL.D., of Boston, Mass., Seey. of the Egypt Explora:
lion Fund. ASSYRIOLOGY, by PROF. C. JOHNSTON, Johns Hopkins University.
INOIAN LINGUISTICS, by A. S. Gatschet, PH. D., Washington, D. C.
MYTHOLOGY and POLKLORE, by JAMES DEANS, of British Columbia.
THE NORTH-WEST COAST, by HON. JAS. WICKERSHAM, Tacoma, Wash.
EUROPEAN ARCH£OLOGY, by Dr. D. G. BRINTON, Philadelphia, Pa.
POLYNESIA and AUSTRALIA, by J. G. FRASER, LL. D., Sidney, Australia.
The department of Comparative Religions and Mythology is very prominent. The Book Reviews embrace nearly all the books that are published on Archreology and History, including many on Oriental and
Classical Antiquities, Mythology, Comparative Religions, and other topics.

The editor is also publishing a series of works on PREHISTORIC AMERICA under the following titles,
No.1. THE MOUND BUILDERS AND THEIR RELICS.
No. II. ANIMAL EFFIGIES AND EMBLEMATIC MOUNDS.
MYTHS AND SYMBOLS, OR ABORIGINAL RELIGIONS.
No. IV. ARCHJEOLOGICAL RELICS, OR ART IN THE
STONE AGE.
No. V. CLIFF DWELLINGS AND RUINED CITIES.

No. III.

Each volume contains about 400 pages and is fully illustrated.
$3.50, or SIS.OO for the set. Address

Price for each volume, sold separately,

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN Office, Chicago, Ill.

IT BURNS GAS!

The Factor
of Safety

THE "SOLAR"

is greatest in the
strong, enduring,
time tried

No More
SOOT,
SMOKE,
GREASE
nor DANGER

~~

ttBUILT LIKE A WATI!Ii-'

Every ounce of material used
in its construction is of the
best quality,skillfully handled
by expert workmen, carefully
inspected and tested.

ABSOLUTELY NON-EXPLOSIVE

Sterling prices for '98: Road Models, $60 and $75.
Racers, $85. Chainless, $125. Tandems, $125.
Catalogue free.

GREATEST BICYCLE LAMP Of THE YEAR

High=grade wheels within everybody's reach.
STERLING CYCLE WORKS,

274-276-278 Wabash Ave.,

a

Chicago.

It can't Jar or blowout like
an Oil Lamp.

Light costs % of a cent an hour. Throws
a clear, white light 100 feet ahead. Send

for circular and learn about the
Prom your dealer

or sent prepaid for

$4 •00 •

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

DO YOU WISH

to be brought into direct touch with the Ablest Writers
and the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you THE LIVING
AGE is a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does, the world's movement along every line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the
reader is kept informed on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagination.
It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authorities, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, etc., upon questions of international
politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of literature, Science, Investigation, Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and prints in every number
Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

A COMPl[U COMP[NDIUM Of CONUMPORARY L1TERATUR[ .AND THOUGHT,

fORMING fOUR LARG[ VOLUMES

annually, aggregating about 3500 doublecolumn, octavo pages. It alone, among' current magazine~, has the space to
present with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest,
or of solid, permanent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR,

it appeals to all alert and intelligent readers.

"As The Living Age grows older, It certainly grows tresher, brighter, more yonthful and
yersatile and more valuable. It has no superior In the field of literature, and we know
of no other publication that approaches anywhere near !t.n-Christian Work, New York.

OBSERVE'
____

The Living Age is a Weekly Magazine giving Three and a Half Thousand double.
----"!""~. column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming four large volumes; repre·
sentlng a mass of matter Unequalled in Quality and Quantity by any other publication In the country.
Published Weekly at 86.00 a year, postpaid. Sample Copy tOe.

Free

for the Remainder of the Year.
To all New Subscribers for year 1899, remit·
tlng before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of
1898, issued after receipt of their subscriptions
wili be sent Pree.

Choicest

Literature at Club Prices.
For $9.00 THE LIVING AGE and any $4.00
monthly Magazine, (or Harper's Weekly or
Bazar), sent fora year: or for $8.00 THE LIVING AGE and any $3.00 Magazine.

THE LIVING AGE CO., P. O. BOX 5206, BOSTON, MASS.

The American Mathematical Monthly
DEVOTED TO THE
SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS IN PURE AND ApPLIED MATHEMATICS, PAPERS
ON SUBJECTS IN ELEMENTARY AND HIGHER MATHEMATICS,
BIOGRAPHIES OF NOTED MATHEMATICIANS, ETC.

EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY

B. F. FINKEL, A. M., M. Sc., Professor of Mathematics and Physics in Drury College,
Springfield, Mo. Associate Editor, J. M. COLAW, A. M., Monterey, Va.
From the Contents of Vol. III., 1896, Yo1.IY., 1897, and Vol. Y., 1898.

On an Interesting System of Quadratic Equations. By DR. E. H. MOORE, of the University of Chicago, and EMMA C. AKERMAN of the Michigan State Normal School.
Non-Euclidean Geometry: Historical and Expository. By DR. GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED,
of the University of Texas.
Applications of Substitution Groups,-a series of articles running through IS numbers of
Vols. III., IV., and V. By DR. G. A. MILLER, of Cornell University.
The Exponential Development for Real Exponents. By DR. WILLIAM BENJAMIN SMITH,
of The Tulane University.
Lie's Transformation Groups. By DR. E O. LOVETT, of Princeton University.
On the Circular Points at Infinity. By DR. E. D. ROE, JR., Associate Professor of Mathematics, Oberlin College.
Price,

$2.00

Per Year in Advance; Single No.,

25C.

Office of Publication: DRURY COLLEGE,
SPRINGFIELD, MO.,

u. s.

A.

THE BIBLES OF ALL NATIONS.·
Selections from the Sacred Scriptures of Egyptians, Hindus,
Buddhists, Parsees, Chinese, Mohammedans, Jews,
Christians, Greeks and Romans.
Second Edition.

Topically arranged under Character, Integrity, Friendship,
Progress, Wealth, Immortality, Deity, etc., etc. By

Alfred W. Martin.
Minister of the Tacoma Free Church of Universal Religion.

Pages, 70, cloth, 12mo. Neatly bound in blue and red.
Dainty Gift Book.
Price, 75 Cents.

Sent post-paid by addressing

THE FREE CHURCH RECORD,
409 NORTH

E

STREET,

T ACOMA, WASH.

A

THE PROHIBITED LAND

THE TRAVELS IN TARTARY, THIBET AND CHINA
Of MM. Hue and GABET
New Edition. From the French. Two Vols. 100 Illustrations. 688 Pages.
Cloth, $2.00 (lOS.). Handsomely Bound in Oriental Style.

A Classic Work of Travels.

One of the Most Popular Books of All Times.

Read the Following Commendatory Notices:
I i The work made a profound sensation.
Although China and the other countries of the Orient have
been opened to foreigners in larger measure in recent years, few observers as keen and as well qualified to
put their observations in finished form have appeared, and M. Hue's story remains among the best sources
of information concerning the Thibetans and MongoIians."-The Watchman.

II The book is a classic, and has taken its place as such, and few classics are so interesting.
It deserves to be put on the same shelf as Lane's Modern Egyptz."ans. Recent investigations only strengthen the
truth of the intrepid missionary's observations-observations which were once assumed in Europe to be
sensational and overdone. These reprints ought to have a large sale. It would be a good time for the
Catholic libraries to add them to their stock of works on travel. They will find that few books will have
more readers than the missionary adventures of Abbe Hue and his no less daring companion."-The Cath~
oUe News.

"Our readers will remember the attempt of Mr. A. Henry Savage Landor, the explorer, to explore the
mysteries of the holy city of L'hassa, in Thibet. The narrative of the frightful tortures he suffered when
the Thibetans penetrated his disguise, has been told by Mr. Landor himself. But where Mr. Landor failed,
two very clever French missionaries succeeded. Father Hue and Father Gabet, disguised as Lamas, entered the sacred city, and for the first time the eyes of civilised men beheld the shocking religious ceremonials of L'bassa. The complete story of their extraordinary experiences is told in the book Travels in Tartar)" Thibet, and China, published by The Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago."-New York Journal.
" Fools, it is known, dash in where angels fear to tread, and there are also instances of missionaries
dashing in where intrepid and experienced travellers fail. Such was the case with MM. Huc and Gabet,
the two mild and modest French priests who, fifty years ago, without fuss, steadily made their untortured
way from China across Thibet and entered L'bassa with the message of Christianity on their lips. It is
true that they were not allowed to stay there as long as they had hoped; but they were in the Forbidden
Land and the Sacred City for a sufficient time to gather enough facts to make an interesting and very valuable book, which on its appearance in the forties (both in France and England) fascinated our fathers much
in the way that the writings of Nansen and Stanley have fascinated us. To all readers of Mr. Landor's
new book who wish to supplement the information concerning the Forbidden Land there given, we can
recommend the work of M. Hue. Time cannot mar the interest of his and M. Gabet's daring and successful
enterprise."-The Academy.
"They two visited countries of which Europe was, at the time, all but absolutely ignorant, and their
record struck the reading world with almost incredulous wonderment. "-The Agnostic Journal.
"Has become classical. The work is still an authority on Thibetan Buddhism, and by its pleasant
narration of varied adventures will always be readable."-The Dial.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,
LONDON:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

CHICAGO.
324 Dearborn St.

MR. MOSHER'S NEW BOOKS.
REPRINT OF PRIVATELY PRINTED

THE OLD WORLD SERIES.

THE

OLD WORLD SERIES is in format, a narrow
Fcap 8vo, printed from new type on a size
of Van Gelder paper made for this edition only.
Original head-bands and tail-pieces have been
freely used with the best effects, and each issue
has its special cover design. Bound in flexible
Japan Vellum with silk ribbon marker, white
parchment wrappers, gold seals and in slide
cases, an almost ideal volume is offered the book
lover.

EACH EDITION IS AS FOLLOWS:

925 copies on Van Gelder paper at $1.00 net.
160 copies on Japan veJ1um (numbered) at $2.50
net.

BOOKS.
I. ESSA YS FROM THE "GUARDIAN."
By Walter Pater. Reprinted from the Privately Printed Edition (London, 1896). With Portrait by Will Rothenstein.
WIN G to the continued demand for these Essays (the first edition going out of print
O
early last spring), it has been decided to make
a second edition which is now ready.
400 copies, Feap 8vo, on Van Gelder handmade paper done up in old-style blue paper
boards, white label, uncut edges. Price, $2.50
net.

XI. THE HOUSE OF LIFE.
A Sonnet-Sequence by Dante Gabriel Rossetti,

Xu.

MODERN LOVE AND OTHER
POEMS.

By George Meredith.
Includes I I poems from the rare 1851 volume,
never before reprinted.

XIII. THE STORY OF MY HEART:
My Autobiography.
By Richard Jefferies.

II. SPECIMENS OF MODERN POETS.
The Heptalogia, or the Seven Against Sense;
A Cap With Seven Bells. By ALGERNON CHARLES
SWINBURNE.

450 copies, small quarto, on Van Gelder handmade paper, done up in old-style blUe paper
boards, white label, uncut edges, $2.00 net.

III. THE GERM: MDCCCL.

XIV. UNDERNEA TH THE BOUGH.

THOUGHTS TOWARDS NATURE IN

A book of verses by Michael Field.

POETRY,

Ll'r-

ERATURE, AND ART.
THE ORGAN OF THE PRE-RAPHAELITE BROTHERHOOD.

THE BROCADE SERIES.
So far as known this was and is the first attempt to issue books printed on Japan vellum at
a price so moderate as to almost cause incredulity. Price, 75 cents net.

THE

Four Original Parts issued in 1850, including fac-similes of the wrappers, and reproduction in photogravure of the etchings by Holman Hunt, Ford Madox Brown, James CollinsoD,
and W. H. Deverell.

It was here that Rossetti's Blessed Damozel,
and Hand and Soul first appeared.

Six New Volumes now Ready.
IMAGINARY PORTRAITS BY WALTER PATER, VIZ.:

VII. A PRINCE OF COURT PAINTERS
VIII. DENYS L'AUXERROIS.
IX. SEBASTIAN VAN STORCK.
X. DUKE CARL OF ROSENMOLD.
XI. KING FLORUS AND THE FAIR
JEHANE.

THE EDITION IS AS FOLLOWS:

450 copies, medium octavo, printed on Van

Gelder hand·made paper, with Chiswick headbands and tail-pieces, initials, and rubricated
title-page. Each copy done up in Japan vellum
wrappers, uncut edges and in slide case,
PRICE, $5.00 NET.

THE ECLOGUES OF VIR.OIL.

By William Morris.
DONE INTO ENGLISH PROSE BY

XII. QUA TTROCENTISTERIA:
HOW SANORO BOTTI CELLI SAW SISSIONETTA IN THE
SPRING.

By Maurice Hewlett.
With Frontispiece of Botticelli's Birth
Venus, in autotype.

if

J. W.

MACKAlL.

This little book is printed with a specially de.
:,igned border, in color, narrow 16mo, done up
In decorated vellum wrappers, each volume in
brocade slide case. With frontispiece from an
etching by Samuel Palmer.
450 COPIES ON VAN GELDER PAPER, 75 CENTS NET.
50 COPIES ON JAPAN VELLUM, $2.00, NET.

NEW DESCR1PTIVE LIST (64 PAGES) POSTPAID ON APPLICA TION.

THOMAS B. MOSHER, AT XLV EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE, SEASON OF MDCCCXCVIII.
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LITERARY MAGAZINE
Of GENERAL INTEREST

,

A promln<nt leatu.. 01 the DECEMBER: number will be the
beginning of a serial story by the well-known author and pubtisher. JOHN McGOVERN. At great expense we have prepared a collection of t 92 of the

~
,

GREA1,;F~-N~TINGS
FAMOUS MASTERS

~

which are now collected in the Louvre, Paris. Sixteen of these
will bbe PfreseUnted each month, beg~nning with the JANUARY
num er, u page size, and printe!;l on fine plate paper. It will
be a rare opportunity to obtain a collection of these priceless
pictures. Do not fail to secure the CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
Out December tst. At all news dealers or of the publishers direct
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The Psychology of Buddhism
Or an Exposition of Some Essential Doctrines of Buddhist Metaphysics.
By Charu Chandra Bose. Published by the Maha-Bodhi Society, Calcutta, India. Price, As. 6.
The Maha-Bodhi Society of Calcutta acts in India as agent for the
following books on Buddhism:
Buddhism in Translations. By H. C. Warren. One
of the best, most authoritative and comprehensive
works on Buddhism. Price, Rs. 5·6, including
postage.
(Jospel of Buddha. By Dr. Paul Caruso One of the
most popular works on Buddhism. Price, Rs. 4·
Science of Thought. By Pro/. Max Muller. A very
valuable work on philology. Price, Rs. 2-4·

Dharma. By Dr. Paul Caruso

A short treatise on
the essential principles of Buddhistic philosophy,
Price, As. 4-2, including postage.

Fundamental Problems. By Dr. Paul Caruso The
method of philosophy as a systematic arrangement of knowledge. Price, cloth, Rs. 4-8. Paper,
Re.I-I4·

Buddhist Catechism. (Revised and enlarged edition.) By Col. H. S. Olcott. One of the most popular handbooks of Buddhism. Price, As. 8-2, including postage.

Religion of Love. An ancient work of Bhakti Marga,
or Path of Love, from the Adwaita point of view.
Ey Jadu Nath Mazumdar, M. A., E. L., Editor
" Hindu Patrika." Price, Rs. 1-8, bound with cloth
and board. Paper, Re. I.
Jataka Mala. A collection of Jataka Stories in
Devanagri characters. Published by the Harvard
University Publishing Company. Price, Rs. 1-8.
(Cheap edition.)
The Ethics of Buddha. By Anagarika H. Dharmajala. A very clear, lucid, and interesting exposition of the Rules of Conduct. Price, As. 4.

Apply to the

MANAGER OF THE
2

MAHA~BODHI

SOCIETY,

CREEK ROW, CALCUTTA.

Popular
Free Course oj
Lessons zn Spanish
NOW RUNNING IN THE

International Magazine.
(First lesson in July, '98, number.)

CUBA,
Take it up and
qualify yourself to exploit

The

~mington
Standard Typewriter's
New Models
draw old friends closer and attract
new ones, by the power of inherent
merit and unfailing service.

WYCKOff. SEAMANS & B[N[OICT
144 Madison Street,

CHICA(JO, ILL

PUE~TO ~ICO,

MEXICO,
SOUTH AMERICA and
CENTRAL AME~ICA.

Tourists will soon be flocking to these countries,
and business men will find there their most lucrative trade.

These lessons are recorded on the
O~APHOPHONE

So that all who wish to avail themselves of the

Most Marvellous Aid in
Language Self~lnstruction
may do so at a moderate expense. Send 10 cents for
sample copy of magazine and circular of information.

A.

r. H. BROWER, Ed. and Prop'r.,

358 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

BOOKS OF TIMELY INTEREST.
The War as a Suggestzon of Manijest Destiny.
By Prof. H. H. POWERS, of Stanford University

Price, 25c.

Our new policy of imperialism, which has always been our policy. The manifest
destiny of an Anglo-American alliance for world domination. A book of the most
striking present interest.

InterventlOn and the Recognztzon of Cuban Independence.
By Professor AMOS S. HERSHEY, of the University of
Indiana
Price, 25c.
The author explains the right, according to international law, of the United States
to intervene in Cuba, and the bearing the Monroe Doctrine has upon such intervention. In addition, he discusses intervention from the standpoint of humanity, and
reviews the history of Spanish misrule.

7 he Nicaragua Canal and the Economic Development oj the
Unzted States.
By Professor E. R. JOHNSON, of the University of Pennsylvania
Price,

IOC.

The essay shows what great commercial benefits the canal will bring to the United
States, both by shortening the route of domestic commerce between the East and the
West, and by bringing us nearer to South America, Asia, and Australia. It shows
also how it will serve to develop industries, and why the canal itself should prove a
paying investment for American capital.

7 he Nicaragua Canal and the Monroe Doctrine.
By Professor L. M. KEASBEY, of Bryn Mawr College

Price, 25c.

Social Theorzes and Russian Conditzons.
By Dr. F. SIGEL, of the University of Warsaw

Price, 25c.

"Russia from the standpoint of a Russian. The author explains how Russia has
developed particularly on political, social, and religious lines, and draws a comparison between her civilisation and that of Western Europe and America."

Proposed Riforms oj the Monetary System.
By Professor Jos. F. JOHNSON, of the University of Pennsylvania
Price, 25c.
A statement of the principles which must be observed in any sound reconstruction of
the currency system; with a criticism of the monetary commission and Gage's plans.

A new and complete catalogue of over
topics will be sent free on application.
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publications on political, social, and economic

American Academy of Political and 50cial Science,
STATION B, PHILADELPHIA.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO DARWIN.
By DR. WOODS HUTCHINSON of the University of Buffalo. Pages, xii+24I.
Price, $1. 50 (6s.). A collection of homiletic essays treating the crying
religious and ethical problems of the day in the light of the revelations
of modern science.
"Not the least of the virtues of those essays is
their stimulating vigor of thought. Dr. Hutchinson
owns allegiance to no school; what he gives us is
plainly the outcome of earnest personal thought.
Touching as he does upon matters which are still
under discussion, it is inevitable that the reader
should frequently disagree with him. But no amount
of disagreement on minor matters can blind the im·
partial reader to the manifest virtues of the book as
a whole; to the width of knowledge displayed, the
keen desire for truth, the terse and picturesque style,
the originality and independence of mind. These
qualities are displayed most conspicuously in the
essays on 'Love as a Factor in Evolution' and
, Lebenslust,' but are visible in all. They make
The GosPd According to Darwin a book which is
worthy of stndy by all to whom the scientific view of
the problems of life possesses any interest."-The
Saturday Weekly Citizen, Glasgow.

"It is in no sense the purpose of this little volume to furnish a system of ethical or religious
thought, or the germ of a new religion, as perhaps its
title might lead some to infer, least of all to enunciate truths which are original with, or peculiar to,
its author. It is merely an attempt to get a bird's-eye
view of a f~w of the influences affecting human hope
and human happiness from the standpoint of that
view of, and attitude toward s, the universe, which is
best expressed by the term Darwinism."-From
Author's Prifac•.

" Is one of the most thoughtful and stimulating
of recent publications .... In these pages are discussed, in frank, manly, straightforward, manner,
many of the tbemes that are most vital to the race.
... We may not agree with all Dr. Hutchinson says,
but we cannot deny the freshness and vigor of his
argument, nor the force of his facts, and we shall all
find in his pages very much food for profitable meditation."-The Clu'cago Cltron-tele.

A Recent Work in Biology.
A MECHANICO-PHYSIOLOGICAL THEORY OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION. SUMMARY. By Carl von Niigeli. Translated by V. A.
Clark and F. A. Waugh, of the University of Vermont. The only
original account of Nageli's theories in English. Pages, 52. Price,
paper, I5c. Cgd.)
A Chinese Philosophical Classic.
LAO-TZE'S TAO-TEH-KING. ~f-iiti;m Chinese-English. With an
Introduction, Transliteration, and Notes. By Dr. Paul Caruso Pages,
360. Price, cloth, $3.00. (ISS.)

Important Forthcoming Publication.
THE PRINCIPLES OF BACTERIOLOGY. By Dr. Ferdinand Huppe,
Professor of Hygiene in the University of Prague. 28 Woodcuts.
Pages,350+. Price, $I.75. (gs.) Translated by E. O. Jordan, Professor in the University of Chicago. The only rigorous and strictly
up to date Introduction to Bacteriology existing.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,
LONDON:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

CHICAGO,

324 Dearborn St.

Philosophical and Psychological Portrait Series.
(Forty-five numbers now ready.)
Suitable for framing and hanging In public and private libraries, laboratories, seminaries,
recitation and lecture rooms.

The portraits, which are II x 14 in., will be taken from the best sources, and will be
high-grade photogravures. The series is now nearly complete.
Philosophical:
PYTHAGORAS
SOCRATES
PLATO
ARISTOTLE
EPICTETUS
THOMAS AQUINAS
ST. AUGUSTINE
DUNS SCOTUS
GIORDANO BRUNO
BACON
HOBBES
DESCARTES
MALEBRANCHE

SCHOPENHAUER
HERBART
FEUERBACH
LOTZE
REID
DUGALD STEWART
SIR w. HAMILTON
COUSIN
COMTE
ROSMINI
JOHN STUART MILL
HERBERT SPENCER

SPINOZA
LOCKE
BERKELEY
HUME
CONDILLAC
DIDEROT
LEIBNITZ
WOLFF
KANT
FICHTE
SCHELLING
HEGEL

Psychological:
CABAN IS
MAINE DE BIRAN
BENEKE
G. E. MUELLER
E.H.WEBER
FECHNER
HELMHOLTZ
WUNDT
HERING
AUBERT
MACH

HUME.

STUMPF
MUNK
EXNER
WERNICKE
BASTIAN
STEINTHAL
BRENTANO
BAIN
SULLY
WARD

C. L.MORGAN
ROMANES
PAUL JANET
RIBOT
TAINE
FOUILLEE
BINET
WILLIAM JAMES
G. STANLEY HALL
G.T.LADD

To Subscribers:
TERMS: For both series (68 portraits) on
regular paper, $7-50 U5S.); on heavy Imperial
Japanese paper, $u.oo (5os.).
For either series alone (or for a selection of
34 portraits from both series) on regular paper,
$5.00 (24S); on heavy, Imperial Japanese paper,
$7.00 (32S.). (The higher prices in parentheses
refer to foreign countries. Carriage in all cases
prepaid.)
Single portraits on regular paper, 25 cents
For subscribers who may prefer not to frame
the portraits, a neat porifolio will be provided at
a cost of $1.00 additional.
" I have received the first instalment of the
series of portraits of philosophers, and am very
much pleased with them."-Professor David G.
l<t"tchie, St. Andrews, Scotland.
SPINOZA.
" I congratulate you on the magnificent character of the portraits, and I feel proud to
have such adornments for my lecture room. "-J. J. McNulty, Professor of Philosophy in
the CoIlege of the City of New York.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,
LONDON:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

CHICAGO,
3"'4 Dearborn St.

History of the People of Israel
From the Earliest Times to the Destruction of Jerusalem
by the Romans.
By Prof. C. H. CorDill, of the University of Breslau, Germany. Translated by Prof. W. H. Carruth. Pages, 325+vi. Cloth, $1.50 (7s. 6d).
Not yet published In German. A fascinating portrayal of Jewish history by one of
the foremost of Old Testament scholars.

An Impartial Record.

Commended by both Orthodox and Unorthodox.
COMMENDATORY NOTICES:

" Many attempts have been made since Old Testament criticism settled down into a science, to write the
history of Israel popularly. And some of these attempts are highly meritorious, especially Kittel's and
Kent's. But Cornill has been most successful. His book is smallest and it is easiest to read. He has the
master faculty of seizing the essential and passing by the accidental. His style (especially as freely trans·
lated into English by Professor Carruth of Kansas) is pleasing and restful. Nor is he excessively radical. If
Isaac and Ishmael are races, Abraham is an individual still. And above aU, hehas a distinct heroic faith in
the Divine mission of Israel." - Tk,. Ex/osltory Times.
" I know of no work that will give the beginner a more admirable introduction to the study of the history
of Israel than this little volume. There is a fine discrimination of those events which are really important
and an extraordinary ability in exhibiting their genetic relations. The place of Hebrew history in universal
history is shown with accurate knowledge of recent archreological discovery. The religious significance of
Israel's history is appreciated to a degree that is unusual in an adherent of the radical school. It is refreshing to find Samuel regarded as more than a mere fortune-teller t David as more than a robber chief, and Solomon as more than a voluptuary. In this respect as well as in many of his historical conclusions Cornill represents a reaction against the extremes of Stade and Wellhausen. One is much struck in reading this book
with the similarity of its own story to the traditional idea of the courSe of the history of Israel. If the author
did not occasionally warn his readers against the traditional view, I doubt if the average layman would find
anything that would startle him. The professional Old Testament student recognises how here and there
details have been modified by criticism, but still the sweep of the narrative is the same as that to which we
are accustomed. This is significant as showing how even the more radical criticism leaves untouched the
main outline of the history of Israe~ as presented in the books of the Old Testament. The publishers are to
be commended for their enterprise in securing the publication of this work in English before it appeared in
German. The translation is admirably done. The book reads as if written originally in English."-The
Hartford Semlnary Record.
" Professor Cornill has an unusually direct and pithy style for a German, and especially a theologian,
and is a master of condensation. Added to these qualities there is a strength and beauty of expression, with
occasional touches of eloquence, betraying a feeling and earnestness which are perhaps the more effective beCause unexpected. To the student this work will not only be of interest as illustrating a method of recon·
structing history, but of positive value for its scholarly use of all the results of research which throw light
upon the history of Israel and its relations to other peoples. Taken in connexion with the Scripture records
it becomes at many points an instructive and illuminating aid."-Tke Watekman.
"A good example of the cultured taste which is making history accessible to the desultory reader who
lacks time or inclination, or both, for the study of ponderous tomes, may be found here, While most of us
have a certain f~miliarity with Greek and Roman history, we question if there is anything like so widespread
a knowledge of historical facts concerning the Jews, save what we remember of what we have read in the
Bible."-Public Opinion.
" It will be found an excellent accompaniment to the study of the Old Testament Scriptures, written, as
it is, from the dignified standpoint of the conscientious and truth-loving historian, respecting honest religious convictions, and at all times avoiding the tone of cynicism so commonly displayed at those times when
historical investigation seems to conflict with the statements of avowed inspiration. It-Chicago Evening Post.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,
LONDON:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

CHICAGO,
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THE

MONIST.
A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

Devoted to the Philosophy of Science.
PUBLISHED BY

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.
MONON BUILDING, 324 DEARBORN STREET.

POST-OFFICE DRAWER

F.

Annually $:1.00 (9S. 6d.). 51ngle Copies, 50 cents (:Is. 6d.).
AGENTS AND TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.

SINGLE COPIES

YEARLY

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Paternoster House, Charing Cross Road 2S. 6d.
9". 64.
LEIPSIC: Otto Harrassowitz
M.2.50
M.9·50
ROTTERDAM: H. A. Kramers & Son
Fl. 6.60
~~:~:~o.JLibreria Carlo Clausen
- Lire 12
M,LANO: lrico Hoepli, Librario della Real Casa
Lire 12
BOSTON: Damrell & Upham, 283 Washington Street
50 cents '2.00.
NEW YORK: Lemcke & Buechner, 812 Broadway
50 cents 52.00.
Postpaid to New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, and New Zealand, and all countries in
U. P. U., for one year, $2.25.

Curreut and Porthcomlng Peatures for 1898-1899:
A Series of Articles on General Philosophy. Prindlal C. LIOJ'd Morran, Bristol, England.
On the Foundations of Geometry. Pro/. H. PoillCarl, Paris.
On Pasigraphy. Pro/. E. Schroder, Carlsruhe.
On General Biology. Prl!/". Yvu D.lag., Paris.
On Science and Faith. Dr. Pa"l Tojinard, Paris.
Evolution and Ethics. Prof. 70hn Dnv'J', Chicago.
On Attention. E. E. ConllallCe Yones, Cambridge, Eng.
On the Origin of Christianity. iJr. Palll Carlll.
The Gospel According to Darwin. Dr. Wooas HulchiHlolS, Buffalo, N. Y.
Retrogressive Phenomena in Evolution. Prof. C. Lom6rolo, Turin.
General Review of Current German, French, and Italian Philosophical Literature. By Pro/. F. 70dl, Vienna,
M. LHci.n Arrlat, Paris, and Prl!/". G. Fiamingo, Rome.
SOMB

~BCBNT CONT~IBuro~S:

In Oeneral Philosophy:

lu Logic. Mathematics. Theory of 5clenco:

PROF. KURD LASSWITZ
PROF. RUDOLF EUCKEN
PROF. F. JODL
THE LATE PROF. J. DELB<EUF
PROF. C. LLOYD MORGAN

CHARLES S. PEIRCE
PROF. FELIX KLEIN
SIR ROBERT STAWELL BALL
PROF. ERNST MACH
PROF. HERMANN SCHUBERT

In Biology and Anthropology:
PROF. AUGUST WEISMANN
PROF. C. LLOYD MORGAN
PROF. IOSEPH LECONTE
PROF. MAX VERWORN
DR.EDM.MONTGOMERY

THE LATE G. J. ROMANES
PROF. C. O. WHITMAN
DR. PAUL TOPINARD
DR. ALFRED BINET
PROF. JACQUES LOEB

In Psychology:
PROF. TH. RIBOT
PROF. JAMES SULLY
DR. G. FERRERO
DR. I. VENN
DR. ERNST MACH
PROF. C. LLOYD MORGAN

In

~ellglon

PROF. ERNST HAECKEL
PROF. TH. EIMER
PROF. E. D. COPE
PROF. C. LOMBROSO
DR. JAMES CAPPIE

and SocIology:

DR. PAUL TOPINARD
DR. FRANCIS E. ABBOTT
PROF. HARALD HOEFFDING
DR. PAUL CARUS
PROF. G. FlAMINGO
PROF. E. D. COPE
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A NEW BOOK BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED STATES
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY AND SOMETIME DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

TRUTH AND ERROR
OR

THE SCIENCE OF INTELLECTION
By J. W. POWELL.
Pages, 423.

Cloth, $1.75 (8s.).

(Ready December 1.)

Important to Psychologists and Students of the Philosophy of ScIence.

A Highly Original Work on Psychology, dealing largely with Epistemology.
The first part of the book is a compendious exposition of the properties of matter. These properties,
five in number, ~ive rise in man to intellectual faculties, represented by five senses. There are also five faculties of emotion. The author teaches a new doctrine of judgments, and carefully analyses them in the five
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